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{02058355;1}   INTERLAW MEMBER OF INTERLA W, A N INTERNA TIONA L A SSOCIA TION  

OF IND EPEND ENT LA W FIRMS IN MA JOR WORLD  CENTRES  

 

Telephone  604 688-0401 
Fax  604 688-2827 
Website  www.owenbird.com 

June 15, 2021     

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

British Columbia Utilities Commission  

6th Floor, 900 Howe Street 

Vancouver, B.C.   V6Z 2N3 

Attention: Patrick Wruck, Commission Secretary and 

Manager, Regulatory Support 

Dear Sirs/Mesdames: 

Re: FortisBC Energy Inc. - Application for A Certificate of Public Convenience and 

Necessity for the Okanagan Capacity Upgrade Project ~ Project No. 1599152 

We are counsel to the Commercial Energy Consumers Association of British Columbia (the 

“CEC”).  Attached please find the CEC’s third set of Information Requests with respect to the 

above-noted matter.   

If you have any questions regarding the foregoing, please do not hesitate to contact the 

undersigned. 

Yours truly, 

OWEN BIRD LAW CORPORATION 

Christopher P. Weafer 

CPW/jj  

 

cc:  CEC 

cc:  FortisBC Energy Inc. 

cc:  Registered Interveners 

 

Direct Line:  604 691-7557 

Direct Fax:   604 632-4482 

E-mail:    cweafer@owenbird.com 

Our File:  23841/0249 

C4-9

®! 

OWE N•BIRD 
CORPORA L AW T I O N 

/1:t YEARS 
~· 1969-2019 

Yvonne.Lapierre
CPCN for Okanagan Capacity Upgrade Project
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COMMERCIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS ASSOCIATION  

OF BRITISH COLUMBIA (“CEC”) 

 

INTERVENER INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 3 

 

FortisBC Energy Inc. (“FEI”) Application for A Certificate of Public Convenience 

and Necessity (“CPCN”) for the Okanagan Capacity Upgrade  

Project No. 1599152 

 

June 15, 2021 

 

64. Reference:  Exhibit B-18 CEC 2.54.2 

 

 

64.1 Does FEI expect electrification impacts to occur evenly throughout the Province, or does 

FEI expect that electrification may ramp up first in the Lower Mainland, and follow later 

in the Inland Transmission service area?  Please explain and provide evidence to support 

FEI’s position. 

64.1.1 If FEI expects there to be a delay of electrification impacts for the ITS, please 

provide quantification for the delay. 

64.2 Please provide FEI’s forecast trajectory for its RNG sales over the next 10 years.  

54.2 Please discuss how the peak demand forecast is accounting for trends in 
electrification . 

Response: 

FEI acknowledges there are provincial and municipal policies that promote the use of electricity 
instead of natural gas as a means to reduce emissions; however, FEI believes these existing 
poli cies are reflected in its forecast in the Updated Application . For instance, any recent trends 
relating to fuel switching by FEl's customers from natural gas to electricity for space and water 
heating, along with other factors, are captured in FEl's historical data used to inform its long
term load forecasts. FEI continues to experience growth in both natural gas customers and 
demand and expects this to continue in the futu re (please also refer to the responses to BCUC 
IR1 5.7 and CEC IR1 7.1 and 7.2). While the CleanBC Plan sets out a framework for 
electrification in some sectors, such as through light-duty EV sales targets, it also provides 
direction on building energy efficiency improvements and sets a minimum percentage 

requirement for renewable gas content within the natural gas system. Forti sBC Inc. is expecting 
growth in the electricity requirements related to light-duty EV charging in the future (in light of 
the Zero-Emission Vehicle Act sales targets) but is not anticipating any other 'trends in 
electrification' at th is time. 
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64.2.1 Does FEI experience a difference in RNG sales in the ITS versus the Lower 

Mainland?  Please explain and quantify any differences. 

65. Reference:  Exhibit B-4, CEC 1.13.1 and Exhibit B-18, CEC 2.56.2 

 

 

65.1 What factors are normally considered under ‘Socio-Economic Impacts’? 

65.2 FEI appears to have developed a new category entitled “Project Execution and Lifecycle 

Operation”.  How frequently does FEI deviate from the regular template for its 

Alternative Analysis Criteria template?  

65.2.1 How do the two different sets of criteria above relate? 

T;:ibll! 4-3: Ev:Jlu:itlon Criterb W eighting 

5ys1ern capacay 
50% 

~ Management Cap.lblty 40% Increase 
Clpt,fdtloo,~ Flt:xiW ly SO% 

Env:ronmenlal Pul>'Jc 
45% Pl'Ofcct Exccwon ond l.sfccyde Opcrot,on 30% andlncFg"'"°""lmp;,cls 

Sclle(Ue Risk 55,i. 
Flflanoal :lO'% R,1te lmp.~ct IOO'll, 

RP.silienr.y lmr 11r.t 

R;;li<'l l>ilily lrllf)<l cl 

Assel Monagemenl Cnteria Integrity Impact >-------+---------------+---------I 

External Impact Criteria 
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Environmental and Archaeological 
Impact 
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Enqineerinp Complexitv 

C:onstn1d11hility 

Operabilitv 

Arljnr.P.nt lnfrnstrud 11rP. lmpnr.ls 

Natural Hazards 

8ystem lntertacmg 
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65.2.2 Why did FEI deviate from its established template in this instance and create a 

new Evaluation Criteria Category?  Please explain.  

65.3 The CEC notes that Schedule Risk is not normally identified as a separate specific 

criterion. Please explain why or why not, and discuss whether or not it would normally be 

included under any of the other ‘Technical Criteria’ items. 

 

65.4 FEI included Schedule Risk in FEI’s Evaluation Criteria Weighting, which ultimately 

accounts for 16.5% of the total Weighting. (55% of Project Execution and Lifecycle 

Operation * 30% of Total Weight).  To what extent is ‘Schedule Risk’ affected by FEI’s 

own decision-making?  Please explain.   

66. Reference:  Exhibit B-18, CEC 2.58.1 

 

66.1 Please elaborate on why there would be a lower probability of underrun. 

66.2 Would that correspond to a lower probability of overrun as well?  Please explain why or 

why not.  

66.3 What steps if any could FEI have taken to reduce schedule risk, such as undertaking the 

project at an earlier date?  Please discuss.  

58.1 Recognizing that no additional direct costs are expected to be incurred as a 
result of the limited flexibility in the schedule, would FEI have had a lower 
contingency cost if there was less schedule risk? Please explain. 

58.1 .1 If yes, please quantify. 

Response: 

FEI confirms that if there is less schedule risk, there can be a corresponding reduction in project 
costs and associated contingency because cost and schedule are closely linked. The 
methodology used to compute the impact on cost and schedule is described in Confidential 
Appendix C-2. If the overall schedule risk was reduced, the Project would most likely be 
completed at a lower probability of underrun on the schedule outcome distribution curve; 
effectively, a shorter duration would be achieved as shown in Table 5 in Confidential Appendix 
C-2. That reduction in schedule translates into a lower Project cost and a lower contingency. 
While the preceding describes the general relationship, FEI is unable to quantify the reduction in 
contingency with any certainty. 
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67. Reference:  Exhibit B-18, CEC 2.59.1.1 

 

 

67.1 Would it be reasonable for FEI to have any of the above companies issue a ‘sign off’ on 

the Alternatives evaluation and weighting criteria?  Please explain why or why not.  

67.1.1 Which company would FEI consider as most suitable for conducting such a task? 

Please explain why.  

Response: 

59.1 .1 Would any of the companies FEI is already working with in this project 
be capable of contributing to the weighting and evaluation? Please 
explain and identify those individuals/corporations. 

If required, each of the companies FEI retained to support the OCU Project is capable of 
contributing to specific portions of the evaluation. FEI incorporates input provided by external 
expertise to assess feasible Project alternatives. However, FEI has sufficient internal 
knowledge, experience, and resources to complete the weighting, decision-making, and final 
selection of a preferred alternative. 

The following companies were retained on the Project at the time of evaluating alternatives: 

• McElhanney Ltd. 

• Golder Associates Ltd. 

• Solaris Management Consultants Inc. 

• Yohannes Project Services Inc. 

• Okanagan Mountain Helicopters Ltd. 

• Saluc Group Inc. 

• Innovative Pipeline Projects Ltd. 

• BBA Engineering Ltd. 

• Hemmera Environmental Consulting 
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68. Reference:  Exhibit B-18, CEC 2.60.1 

 

68.1 Please confirm that certain activities requiring specialized equipment or personnel may 

sometimes be conducted more quickly, but also cost more than a slower option.  

69. Reference:  Exhibit B-18, CEC 2.61.1 

60. Reference: Exhibit B-4, CEC 1.22.3.1 

22.3 Did FEI incvdc financial consKlerations in ostabhshing the weightings? 

22.3.1 If no. plCO$C explain ,~ not. 

22.3.2 If yes, &>k'.ase explain hO\Y lhe financi.c,I considerations were md 1.1ded. in 
what category, and what weight they were given 

Res pons.t : 

FEI implicitly included financial considerations by incorporating all factors of routing a pipefine 
whitl'I 1ypitafty dt'ive t:os1.s io a project. 

For example, more complex cons1ructOO practices would cost mOfe than simpler consuuctb'l 
practices. FEI would no1 undertake a project in an er,vilonmemany damaging """I, and so 
working in a 1nore sensitive environmentaJ area would be more costty due 10 the safeguards and 
res.toraliQr'I requited 1han a tess sensitive area. TI1us., if a rou1e opcl()n $cores wen (high 11'11,mlber) 
against the various criteria related to comple)Q:ity ol project execution, it wil be less ex:perisive 
than a,1 optioi1 whrt.h recetves poo1 (IOw oun'lber) sco1es a9ainS1 these cfi1.eda due lO the costs 
associated with mitigaling lhe chalenges associated with ensuring successful execution... 

For this reason. FEI determined that including an explicit financial criteria would result in 
counting eo5t conskJeratiollS twice. 

60.1 Is rt standard practice for FEI to address financial considerations only 'implicitly? 
Please explain. 

Response: 

It is common for FEI to address financial considerations only implicitly during the routing 
process. 

FEI did not consider financial considerations as a route evaluation criterion on rts own as the 
impacts on cost are inherent to any challenges associated with a specific criterion. Through the 
scoring process, any negative impact would naturally increase the Project's cost or delay its 
schedule, or both. 

As the routing process considers multiple variations, using this implicit cost methodology is the 
most effective way to ensure cost-€ffective routing. A route selection that minimizes impacts to 
all Cliteria without adding extensive length or scope would result in selection of the lowest cost 
solution. 
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69.1 For how long has FEI been conducting lessons-learned reviews?  

69.2 How does FEI keep track of the information that is acquired in the lessons-learned review 

process?  

69.3 Please give examples of the types of lessons-learned that FEI has found in the past.  

69.4 Does FEI conduct any further evaluation after the Project Closeout to determine if the 

Project did meet the need or have the desired outcome in the long-term?  Please explain. 

70. Reference:  Exhibit B-18, CEC 2.61.1.1 

 

70.1 What considerations factor in to whether or not FEI conducts a formal ‘lessons learned’ 

review?  

70.2 If FEI only conducts reviews when issues are identified, how can FEI determine whether 

a budget or timeline assessment process could be improved upon?  Please explain.  

61.1 What actions, if any, does FEI undertake to evaluate its project delivery 
methodoloJies after the fact? Please explain. 

Response: 

As part of FEl's phase gate system, a review is conducted prior to commencing project 
execution to evaluate and review the adeauaey of the project delivery method (PDM). amono 
other aspects o f the project. In addition, during project closeoU1, a lessons-learned exercise is 
often completed to review the project, including adequacy of the PDM, to capture learnings for 
application to future projects. FEI plans to conduct such a review during close--0U1 of the OCU 
Project. 

Response: 

61.1.1 If FEI does undertake to make such an ana lysis, please provide any 
lessons learned from the IGU, LMIPSU or CTS projects. 

The IGU Project is not yet complete and therefore a formal lessons learned review has not been 
conducted; however, the project is progressing well compared to the forecast cost and 
schedule. With respect to the LMIPSU Project, the PDM was not identified as requiring 
improvement following a project completion review. FEI did not conduct a formal lessons 
learned review for the CTS Project, however tlnat project was completed on time and budget 
and there were no concerns with the PDM. 

Please also refer to the response to CEC IR 1 26.2 which provides various PDMs considered by 
FEI and the evaluation clitelia FEI used to select the PDM. 




